
It makes the operation efficient and increases
your profits.

Allows the measurement and weighing process to 
be carried out of the goods, data entry, 
payment and label printing.

Streamlines lines at shipping and receiving points 
of goods.

Promote self-management in your customers and 
employees by eliminating contact.

The PERFECT solution for making 
shipments, without the need for interaction!
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Charges

print the label

Functions

R

R

Self-service shipping module. It allows to make the process of reception of merchan-
dise in an automatic and novel way without the need of personnel for the attention 
of the client.

With this NEW device, companies provide their users with facilities for sending 
packages, reducing contact with people, completely changing the dynamics of the 
logistics sector and the experience of the end user. 

It is small, easy to use and has our cubing system, capable of measuring objects of 
up to 39 in, based on intelligence and artificial vision, which will make the exact 
charge for the shipment of the goods according to size and weight.
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Benefits with

INDUSTRIES:
Warehousing 
and couriers

Airlines

Retail

Freight
forwarders

It measures

Weighs

Takes pictures

payment

APLICATIONS:

Reception and delivery of goods.

Operator Productivity.

Planning efficient routes.

Traceability of shipments.

Space optimization.
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Ergonomic installation base. 3 axes of freedom. 
+ 24" touch screen 

110 VAC. 

Scale box + CubiQ camera
1 thermal printer
24/7 high performance computer

Reduced time of receipt. (Going from 8 to 2 minutes per transaction).

Differentiating experience, easy and fast, generating confidence in your customers.

Product in your installations. Only between 3 and 5 feet for its operation. 

Reduction of personnel costs.

Decrease in human error when measuring objects.

Money deposited directly into a bank account.
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Software and technical specifications

Technical specifications
Basic system: Hardware and peripherals

5 feet of space with internet.

Measurements of each edge (height, width and length).
Image of the object.
Weight of the object.
Invoice and guide with user information.

39in x 39in x 31in
(can be adjusted to the customer's needs)

Complete device 
contains

1 second measurement and data capture.
1 cm accuracy for any object.

1 processing unit. 

CubiQ camera 1 perfectly calibrated 3D camera

Screen

Processing

Speed

Information collected

Maximum measurements

Accuracy

Power

Installation requirement

99% accuracy. NTEP certified.

What will you get?

*Note: conditions and restrictions apply depending on the plan chosen.

Access to CubiQ Manager (machine control and results visualization platform).

Integrations to any WMS or ERP.

Technical Support.

Customized metrics and reports.


